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 ANSWER KEY TO TEXT EXERCISES    

All Vocabulary and some other text sections instruct users to do—             
(usually to write) something in addition to repeating and/or pronouncing           

items aloud. Learners might fill in missing letters, recognize items             
as “the same” or “different” in a certain feature, count numbers of            
syllables, circle matching patterns, draw pitch (intonation) lines, etc.            
Correct responses to these items are supplied in this Answer Key.  

Condensed copies of exercise instructions and small copies of                
accompanying illustrations make the ANSWER KEY even easier to use.  

The text pages on which the exercises appear are indicated to the right. 
The correct answers come next; they are unlikely to vary in language. 
For some of the Conversation activities, the suggested exchanges serve           
as language models only; text users will probably use different words  

for these answers, but they can compare their responses to the samples. 

For the Challenge Activities, suggested possible responses appear in            
the TEACHERS’ & LEARNERS’ GUIDE. So do explanatory notes—the answers to 
questions language learners are likely to ask—and advice to teachers. 
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3 ANSWERS TO TEXT EXERCISES  

GETTING STARTED:           
LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET VS. SYMBOLS  FOR SOUNDS; NAMES & NUMBERS 

1. Batman 2. Albert 3. Santa 
4. Benjamin (Ben) 5. Frederick (Fred) 6. Elvis 
7. Philip (Phil) 8. Mickey 9. William (Bill) 
10. Ronald (Ron) 11. Madonna 12. Oscar 
13. Sonny 14. Buster 15. Woody 
16. Whoopie 17. Walter (Walt) 18. Sean 

TEXT PAGES 6 TO 9 

People’s Names 
 Write the correct 
first names on the 

lines under the 
pictures. 

19. Arnold 20. Charles (Charlie) 21. Kermit 

22. Shirley 23. James 24. Raymond (Ray) 

25. Abraham (Abe) 26. Steven (Steve) 27. Queen 

28. Michael  29. Tiny 30. Ty 

31. Oprah 32. Yoko 33. Bruce 

34. Lucille (Lucy) 35. Yul 36. Mao 

37. Groucho 38. Lloyd 39. Roy 

PART ONE: TALK ABOUT THINGS 
 
 

1. NAME & CLASSIFY 
ITEMS 

Simple Vowel     
Sounds & Spellings 

The Name of an Item 
(Only One Thing) 
 On each line, write the                 

letter(s) for the vowel sound(s) 
at the top of that column.  

1.  œ  2.  E  3.  I  4.  A   or              
6.  O  

a  b   a   t a  p   e   t a  b  i   t a  p  o   t 
a  b   a   g an    e   gg a  r  i   ng a  d  o   g 

a  m   a   sk a  d  e   sk m  i   lk ch  a   lk 
tr   a   sh br  ea   d an    i   nch a  w  a   tch 

TEXT PAGE 22 

GETTING STARTED; PART ONE-1 
PART ONE-1: NAME & CLASSIFY 

ITEMS / Simple Vowel Sounds 
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The Name of an Item 
(More Than One Thing) 

 On each line, write the                 
letter(s) for the vowel sound                
at the top of that column.  

  5.   ø  or  ´                     
or ´  7.  U B 8. AÜ  9. ‰   

b   u  tts r   oo  ts p   a  rts sh   i  rts 
b   u  gs the w   oo  ds j   a  rs p   ea  rls 
d   u  cks b   oo  ks m   a  rkers f   e  rns 

br   u  sh es b   u  shes h   ea  rts p   u  rses 

TEXT PAGE 23 

1.  œ  

4. A = 6. O =    5.   ø  or  ´  or ´ 7.  U B 
SPEAKER 1: What’s that? 
SPEAKER 2: This? It’s a pot.  
SPEAKER 1: A pot for cooking?  
SPEAKER 2: No, it’s pottery.             

It’s  a pot for a plant.  
SPEAKER 1: It’s a flower pot?  

SPEAKER 1: What are those? 
SPEAKER 2: They’re butts. 
SPEAKER 1: What do you mean? 
SPEAKER 2: They’re cigarette 

butts. They’re the leftover 
ends. They’re trash.    

SPEAKER 1: What are these?               
Are they plant parts? 

SPEAKER 2: Yeah. They’re roots. 
They grow under the ground.  

SPEAKER 1: Can’t it be pronounced 
     ruyts—instead of rBts?  

 2.  E  3.  I  

 SPEAKER 1: What’s that? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s a pet. 
SPEAKER 1: What’s a pet? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s a house animal. 

This pet isn’t a cat or a dog. 
It’s a pet hamster.   

SPEAKER 1: What’s this?                 
Is it part of a tool? 

SPEAKER 2: I think so. It fits 
in an electric drill, right? 

SPEAKER 1: Yes. It’s a drill 
bit—for drilling holes.  

SPEAKER 1: What’s that? 
SPEAKER 2: This? It’s a bag.  
SPEAKER 1: Isn’t it called a sack?  
SPEAKER 2: Maybe. But it’s brown 

paper, not cotton. It’s for 
groceries, so I call it a bag.   

SPEAKER 1: Is that an egg? 
SPEAKER 2: Yes, it is. 
SPEAKER 1: Is it a soft-boiled 

egg? Or is it hard boiled? 
SPEAKER 2: It isn’t cooked at all.  

It’s a raw egg in its shell.  

SPEAKER 1: Is that a ring?  
SPEAKER 2: Yes, it’s a piece             

of jewelry for the finger.  
SPEAKER 1: It’s made of gold 

and jewels, isn’t it? 
SPEAKER 2: Yes, but what kind?   

SPEAKER 1: What’s this? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s a mask.  
SPEAKER 1: What’s a mask? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s a face covering. 

It’s part of a costume.   

SPEAKER 1: What’s this? 
SPEAKER 2: This piece of 

furniture? It’s a desk.   
SPEAKER 1: You sit at it, read, 

write, study, . . . .  

SPEAKER 1: What’s that? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s a carton.   
SPEAKER 1: What’s in it?  
SPEAKER 2: Milk. It’s a pint 

carton of milk with a straw.  

SPEAKER 1: What’s all that junk?  
SPEAKER 2: You mean, this trash? 
SPEAKER 1: Yeah. Those cans and 

bottles and cups and . . . 
SPEAKER 2: Whatever.                          

It’s all just garbage.  

SPEAKER 1: Is that bread?  
SPEAKER 2: Yes, it is. They’re  

four loaves of baked bread.  
SPEAKER 1: What kinds of bread? 
SPEAKER 2: There’s a long loaf,   

a round loaf, a . . . .  

SPEAKER 1: An inch is a 
measurement, isn’t it?            
How long is an inch? 

SPEAKER 2: It’s one                  
twelfth of a foot.                      
It’s 2.54 centimeters.  

TEXT PAGE 26 
For each of the 32 items on text pages 22 and 23 (except the                
first one in Column 1, a bat) here is a sample conversation that                  
includes sentence structures for naming and classifying things.  

Name & Classify Items   
 With someone else or in a group, 

talk about some of the 32               
items on pages 22 and 23.                       

Name and classify the items.      
 Now have two of your 

conversations for the class—
one singular, one plural.                 
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4. A = 6. O =    5.   ø  or  ´  or ´ 7.  U B 
SPEAKER 1: Is that a dog?  
SPEAKER 2: I think so. And it’s            

an old dog—not a puppy.  
SPEAKER 1: It looks sad.  
SPEAKER 2: Maybe it is. Its 

owners aren’t at home.    

SPEAKER 1: Are these bugs?           
They look like insects,               
but not all insects are bugs.  

SPEAKER 2: Why not?   
SPEAKER 1: Only bugs have three 

parts and three pairs of legs.   

SPEAKER 1: The woods are                 
the same as the forest? 

SPEAKER 2: Yes, both words               
mean “a place with trees.”  
But woods is a plural word. 
Forest is a singular word. 

SPEAKER 1: What’s this? 
SPEAKER 2: It’s colored chalk.  
SPEAKER 1: What’s chalk? 
SPEAKER 2: These pieces are 

sticks for writing on a board.    

SPEAKER 1: What are ducks?  
Are they kinds of birds?             

SPEAKER 2: Yes, they’re web-
footed birds. They swim.  

SPEAKER 1: Do they fly, too?  

SPEAKER 1: What kind of books 
are these? Textbooks? 

SPEAKER 2: Maybe. I know they 
aren’t com ic books or novels. 
They may be reference books. 

SPEAKER 1: A watch is a                   
piece of jewelry, right?  

SPEAKER 2: Exact ly.  
SPEAKER 1: It’s also a clothing 

accessory—for telling time.  

SPEAKER 1: These aren’t tooth-
brushes or hairbrushes.              
Are they paint brushes?    

SPEAKER 2: I don’t think so. I 
think they’re for make up.  

SPEAKER 1: Those are tall bushes.   
SPEAKER 2: Yes, they are. But 

they’re shrubs, not trees.  
SPEAKER 1: What’s the difference 

between a bush and a tree? 

8.  AÜ  9.  ‰   
SPEAKER 1: What’s another word for parts?   
SPEAKER 2: Pieces? Components?   
SPEAKER 1: Most likely.  
SPEAKER 2: These parts are mostly from                

electronic equipment.   

SPEAKER 1: What are shirt s? 
SPEAKER 2: They’re articles of clothing—                     

to wear with pants. 
SPEAKER 1: Are they also called blouses? 
SPEAKER 2: Probably not.  

SPEAKER 1: Jars are containers, aren’t they?   
SPEAKER 2: Yes, they are—  usually made                        

of glass. They have wide mouths.    
SPEAKER 1: In contrast to bottles? 
SPEAKER 2: That’s right.  

SPEAKER 1: Are those pearls?  
SPEAKER 2: Yes, they’re from oyster shells.    

These are pearl earrings. They’re a                      
kind of jewel ry for ears.   

SPEAKER 1: They’re beautiful!  

SPEAKER 1: What are markers?   
SPEAKER 2: They’re pens that make thick lines.    
SPEAKER 1: What are they for?  
SPEAKER 2: For writing or drawing 
     —on paper or white boards.  

SPEAKER 1: What are those?  Are they                         
kinds of plants? 

SPEAKER 2: Yes, they are. They’re ferns—                   
green plants with long, thin leaves                         
and no flowers.  

SPEAKER 1: Hearts are symbols, right? But                      
these hearts are on a playing card.   

SPEAKER 2: Right. Hearts are one of                              
the four playing-card suits.  

SPEAKER 1: These are purses?  
SPEAKER 2: Uh huh. They’re also called                      

bags—hand bags. They’re not called                   
sacks—or backpacks or wal lets.  

1 2 3 4 

8 9 5 6 7 

 The pictures may   
be different, but these 
nine items, numbered 
according to their 
simple vowel sounds, 
have the same names 
as some of the items 
above.  

PART ONE-1: NAME & CLASSIFY 
ITEMS. Simple Vowel Sounds  

& Spellings 


